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Dacia Sandero Stepway is all about more for less money. Although the crossover is by name, this jaded supermini stops with fewer additional complications and costs on four-wheel drive. What it offers, compared to the standard Sandero on which it is based, is a rugged 4x4 style, 40mm extra ground clearance and a dose of additional standard equipment, all
for a little extra cost. It is the kind of derivative niche segment that may end up out-selling its main equivalent. And in 2017, Dacia gave the exterior a light facelift and the level of her equipment. You can calculate how this car differs from this equivalent on the fingers of one hand, and mostly from the far end of the parking lot. Plastic wheelarch extensions?
Check. New bumpers with artificial protective plates? Check. Rooftop bars? Now. Differences on the inside are few and far between, apart from some rubber floor mats and slightly different trim seats. The most important difference here is that since Stepway rides further from the ground than Sandero, it is therefore easier to slide in and out. What's not so
obvious is that, on top of that, it's that the two trim levels contain as standard. Both Sandero Stepways include 16in alloy wheels, stop-start technology, LED daytime running lights, skid plates and tinted rear windows as standard on the outside, while inside there are numerous satin chrome touches and a 12-volt socket. Ambiance trim adds front fog lights, air
conditioning, height adjustable driver's seat and steering wheel, front electric windows, DAB radio, Bluetooth and USB connectivity, while the Laureate topping range adds electrically heated and adjustable door mirrors, electric rear windows, rear parking sensors, cruise control and Dacia's 7.0-inch touch-control system. It's not enough on the front safety
either, with anti-block brakes, emergency braking assistance, stability control, front airbags and daytime running lights. You will also get a three year, 60,000 mile warranty as standard. The Stepway range is simpler than that of Sandero: there is no 74bhp 1.2-liter engine and no entry-level finish access. This is why the price of entry to the 89bhp three-cylinder
petrol turbo, in the Ambiance finish, while the 89bhp 1.5-litre turbodiesel dCi suits the functional taste of the car much better though. Body style: SUV (Sports Utility Vehicle) Segment: The Dacia Sandero compact range was updated at the end of 2016, including the Stepway version. Just like the standard model, the Sandero Stepway facelift has got new front
and back ends that make it reliable and modern. Some versions are available with LED daytime running lights, a rear-view camera, a driver's armrest, a single touch of a power window and a new engine. 60 Photo Body Style: SUV (Sports Utility Vehicle)Segment: Compact Sandero Sandero the best-selling model of the Romanian automaker Dacia, with more
than 2.1 million units sold in just three years, and the Stepway version was responsible for 65% of these sales. Dacia unveiled the second generation of Sandero Stepway in 2020. The Luke-back version of Logan was a European hit because of its small class exterior size, compact room interior size and budget price. This recipe was important, and few
customers cared that the car was equipped with old Renault parts. The car worked and the reliability index was high. Dacia has developed Sandero Stepway as a true, budget alternative for other small crossovers. Even if it shares some parts with regular Sandero, that trim level showed few style differences. The front side featured a gray plastic shield under
the bumper. From the side, black moldings around the wheel arches improved the look of the crossover. Roof-rails were distinguished by a smart system, which allowed to install them both longitudinally and cross-sectionally. The grey plastic shield enhanced the look of the rear bumper. Inside, the Sandero Stepway featured orange lines on the vents. The
Stepway inscription was drawn into the front seats. For the dashboard cluster, the designers didn't fight too much, and took the same panel designed for the Duster, a 4x4 SUV from Dacia. For the rear passengers for the first time in the line Sandero Stepway appeared split-fold bench. At the time of launch, the Sandero Stepway was available with three
engines. The base version featured a 1-liter three-cylinder unit. The turbocharged 1-liter unit powered mid-level, and the top version was a 1.0-liter twin-engine (petrol-LPG) engine that developed a 100 hp 31 Photos Discover the generous dimensions of the Sandero Stepway. Download the brochureInsecurity brochureDacia Sandero Stepway in detailSing
yourbook test driveWLTP figures are shown for comparability purposes; compare the numbers with the vehicles tested with the same technical procedures. Actual actual driving results may vary depending on various factors such as weather conditions, driving styles, load on the vehicle or any accessories installed after registration. WLTP is a new test used
for fuel consumption and CO2 figures however until April 2020 CO2 figures are based on the outgoing (NEDC) test cycle that will be used to calculate vehicle tax at the first registration. After watching the furtive earlier this month, the next generation of Dacia Sandero and Logan are finally here. Sandero Stepway joins the action with a raised road clearance
to satisfy the crowd of crossovers. It's literally all new cars, as the Romanian brand not only changed the platform, but it also managed to shave off the inexpensive vibe sent out old models by adopting Modern design. The trio switched to the CMF platform used by the latest Clio, opening up a wide range of comfort and safety features. Take, for example,
electric steering and LED headlights, which increase beam length by 37 percent and width by 9 percent compared to the halogen headlights used by previous generations. Additional relevant examples include emergency braking assistance, blind spot warning, park assistance (with front and rear sensors, rear-view camera) and even assistance to start
driving on the hill. Gallery: 2021 Dacia Sandero 26 Photos As for engines, many will be surprised to hear the turbodiesel engine has been removed from the lineup. By discarding the tested 1.5-liter dCi unit, this means that the new Dacia models will be available exclusively with three-cylinder engines. The first entry level will be a naturally aspirated 1.0-liter
with a mighty 65 horsepower and a five-speed manual transmission, but only for regular Sandero and Logan. The rugged Sandero Stepway will not be sold with this main transmission. Dacia gets electrified: Next comes a turbocharged 0.9-liter with 90 hp on tap and a choice between a six-speed manual or continuously variable transmission. Then there's the
more powerful TCe with 100 hp and a six-speed manual transmission. Interestingly, the beefiest of the three is actually a bi-fuel engine as it can run on the CIS. The 50-liter reservoir of liquefied oil gas is where you usually find a spare wheel, and confirmed by a 50-liter gas tank, Sandero can travel more than 1,300 kilometers (808 miles). The LPG version is
also cleaner, with an average of 11 percent less CO2 emissions than the equivalent TCe model. Gallery: 2021 Dacia Sandero Stepway 28 Photo Further reductions in fuel consumption and emissions are a stop/start system for all three powertrains and the aforementioned CVT. The latter is an improvement over the old Easy R automated manual and brings
smoother gear changes and better acceleration, according to Dacia. The design of the only dead giveaways of the new Sandero and Logan are much more complex than the aging models they replace. This is especially true once you practically hop inside, where a few spartan-looking old cars made way for a legitimately up-to-date cab. Cars with lower
specifications get a remote multimedia system called Media Control with removable smartphone support, while the more expensive ones have an eight-inch-style touchscreen. Gallery: 2021 Dacia Logan 19 Photos The Correct Infotainment System goes by the name Media Display and has the support of Android Auto and Apple CarPlay. Step up to Media
Nav and not only do you get navigation, as the system's name suggests, but even wireless Auto and Apple CarPlay. Depending on infotainment, cars come in two, four or six audio speakers, while the 3.5-inch digital display separates the analog tool tool dials Bluetooth and USB connectivity of standard hardware throughout the range. Although the new
models will still be budget cars, Dacia has produced a wide range of features. The following goodies will be available as standard or optional, depending on the market: unattended entrance, heated front seats, automatic air conditioning (with a digital display), reverse camera, electric parking brake, automatic windshield wipers, and remote trunk release.
Sandero models will also be available with an electric Dacia-first glass hatch. Speaking of trunk, Sandero can swallow up to 328 liters (11.58 cubic feet) in its cargo area while the Logan sedan's shape creates a generous 528-liter (18.6 cubic feet) luggage area. For added flexibility, there is an adjustable floor load height and an additional 21 litres (0.7 cubic
feet) of cargo volume once you factor in the door pockets and central armrest. It's worth noting sandero Stepway has a generous clearance of 174 millimeters (6.8 inches) or 41 millimeters (1.6 inches) larger than conventional supermini. It gets conventional plastic body cladding and roof rails to mimic the crossover, along with beefier wings and side moldings
to enhance the tighter look. They may look like alloy wheels, but they are actually steelies and measure 16 inches. In the case of Stepway, there is an extra set with a diamond-cut look. The Logan is 3.6 centimeters (1.4 inches) longer than before, and comes with adjustable airplane-style tables with a tray with a slip. Another ace in the sleeve of the sedan is
the removable trunk organizer, who divides the cargo into four different sizes. The trunk itself is more accessible than before, after Dacia reduced the load by 19 millimeters (0.7 inches). Then there are improvements under the renewed skin. The transition to the CMF Clio architecture allowed Dacia to increase body strength and stiffness. There are new spars
and attachments in the lower structure of the engine compartment and passenger compartment, as well as door pressure sensors that cause curtain and side airbags in the event of impact. Side note, door handles themselves, finally tossed the top loop setup for a more modern configuration. Dacia promises that newcomers will remain the best hit for your
dollar in the B-segment once Sandero Stepway and Logan go on sale in the coming months. Months. dacia sandero stepway 2020 manual pdf. manual dacia sandero stepway 2020
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